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AbstractAbstract

The capability (The capability (PP--QQ) curve of generator can be determined only on ) curve of generator can be determined only on 
the base of examinations in the power plant, i.e. on the base of:the base of examinations in the power plant, i.e. on the base of:p p ,p p ,

the nothe no--load test, i. e. load test, i. e. iiflfl(e(ell)) dependence,dependence, and and 
the reactive load test, i.e. characteristic points the reactive load test, i.e. characteristic points AAi i (i(if f ,, u) u) 

The Potier reactance (The Potier reactance (XX ) for the 3) for the 3 4 points of the relevant values4 points of the relevant valuesThe Potier reactance (The Potier reactance (XXPP) for the 3) for the 3--4 points of the relevant values 4 points of the relevant values 
of reactive loads are determined, and thenof reactive loads are determined, and then
the capability (the capability (PPGG--QQGG ) curve of the generator is being constructed.) curve of the generator is being constructed.
This method is verified for experimental regimes of active and This method is verified for experimental regimes of active and 
reactive power around the nominal values, on the example of turbo reactive power around the nominal values, on the example of turbo 
generator 348 MW in power plant "Kostolac B".generator 348 MW in power plant "Kostolac B".generator 348 MW in power plant Kostolac B .generator 348 MW in power plant Kostolac B .
The significant deviation in relation to the The significant deviation in relation to the PP--QQ curve of the drive curve of the drive 
manufacturer's documentation generator were established, andmanufacturer's documentation generator were established, and
i i d d di i d d d PP QQ 55 6 f6 fit is recommended to update it is recommended to update PP--QQ curves every 5curves every 5--6 years or after 6 years or after 
major repairs.major repairs.
Similar deviations of Similar deviations of PP--QQ curves were observed during the curves were observed during the QQ gg
extensive testing and research for newer generators in U.S.extensive testing and research for newer generators in U.S.



IntroductionIntroduction

C biliC bili PP QQ i hi hCapability curves, Capability curves, PPGG--QQGG curves, Figure 1, are necessary to the curves, Figure 1, are necessary to the 
operating stuff.operating stuff.

The most important part of the curve is the part with coordinates The most important part of the curve is the part with coordinates 
((QQ ≥≥ QQ PP ≤≤ PP ) which defines the generator regime with) which defines the generator regime with((QQGG ≥ ≥ QQG,NG,N, , PPGG ≤ ≤ PPG,NG,N) which defines the generator regime with ) which defines the generator regime with 
increased reactive power.increased reactive power.

Significant deviations of capability curves, compared to Significant deviations of capability curves, compared to 
manufacturers’, were obtained during the extensive testing and manufacturers’, were obtained during the extensive testing and , g g, g g
research for generators in U.S. (Figure 1).research for generators in U.S. (Figure 1).



IntroductionIntroduction

Figure 1: Comparison chart of  actual capability (PFigure 1: Comparison chart of  actual capability (P--Q) curves with the manufacturers' generator capability curvesQ) curves with the manufacturers' generator capability curves



BASIC PRINCIPLES FOR THE DESIGN BASIC PRINCIPLES FOR THE DESIGN 
OF CAPABILITY CURVEOF CAPABILITY CURVEOF CAPABILITY CURVEOF CAPABILITY CURVE

Capability curve of generator with Capability curve of generator with unsaturated magnetic circuitunsaturated magnetic circuitCapabi ity cu ve o ge e ato withCapabi ity cu ve o ge e ato with u sa u a ed ag e c c cuu sa u a ed ag e c c cu

Generator is sized to reach the nominal Generator is sized to reach the nominal 
temperature at the rated values of  (temperature at the rated values of  (ppnn) and () and (qqnn) ) p (p (ppnn) () (qqnn))
powers (the point R) i.e.:powers (the point R) i.e.:

for induct currents, for induct currents, iiaa = i= ianan = Const= Const., ., φ ≤ φφ ≤ φnn,,
andandandand
curve curve iiff = Const= Const. and . and φ > φφ > φnn, i.e., , i.e., q ≥ qq ≥ qRR, with a , with a 
reduced active power reduced active power p ≤ pp ≤ pRR

Figure 2: Vector diagram of  generator electromotive forces and theFigure 2: Vector diagram of  generator electromotive forces and the
excitation currents (with corresponding scaling ratio)excitation currents (with corresponding scaling ratio)



BASIC PRINCIPLES FOR THE DESIGN BASIC PRINCIPLES FOR THE DESIGN 
OF CAPABILITY CURVEOF CAPABILITY CURVEOF CAPABILITY CURVEOF CAPABILITY CURVE

Vector diagrams of excitation currents of saturated machineVector diagrams of excitation currents of saturated machine
The curve of saturated machine, derived from noThe curve of saturated machine, derived from no--load test, load test, iif0f0(e)(e)

It is particularly difficult to quantify additional magnetic saturation on the It is particularly difficult to quantify additional magnetic saturation on the 
part of the rotor of loaded machine, i.e. part of the rotor of loaded machine, i.e. iiflfl = f(e= f(ell).).p d d c , . .p d d c , . . flfl (( ll))

Influence of additional saturation of the rotor magnetic circuit is taken into Influence of additional saturation of the rotor magnetic circuit is taken into 
account by introduction of Potier reactance (account by introduction of Potier reactance (xxPP >> xxll , , xxl is l is stator leakage stator leakage 

t ) hi h lt i i d EMF (t ) hi h lt i i d EMF ( == ++ ii >> ++ ii == ))reactance) which results in increased EMF (reactance) which results in increased EMF (eePP == u+xu+xPP·i ·i > > uu++xxll ii == eell ).).

Figure 3: Magnetization curves iFigure 3: Magnetization curves if0f0(e) and i(e) and iflfl(e(ell); diagrams of  excitation currents: i); diagrams of  excitation currents: ifa,nfa,n = x= xdd--xxPP and and iifRfR=i=ifPfP+i+ifa,nfa,n



BASIC PRINCIPLES FOR THE DESIGN BASIC PRINCIPLES FOR THE DESIGN 
OF CAPABILITY CURVEOF CAPABILITY CURVEOF CAPABILITY CURVEOF CAPABILITY CURVE

Capability curve of generator with Capability curve of generator with saturated magnetic circuitsaturated magnetic circuitCapabi ity cu ve o ge e ato withCapabi ity cu ve o ge e ato with sa u a ed ag e c c cusa u a ed ag e c c cu

The increase part of  saturation current The increase part of  saturation current 
ΔiΔiff (e(ePP)) = = ΔiΔifufu+ Δi+ Δifsfs+ Δi+ Δifrfr (Figure 3)(Figure 3)ff (( PP)) fufu fsfs frfr ( g )( g )
beginning point Cbeginning point Cunsuns goes down for goes down for ΔiΔiff(e(ePP)) (C(CRR,C,C11,C,C2 2 
andand CCMM))
the corresponding archesthe corresponding arches ii = Const= Const are movedare movedthe corresponding arches the corresponding arches iififi = Const.= Const. are moved are moved 
down as well. down as well. 

Thus, for pure reactive load (Thus, for pure reactive load (pp = 0), = 0), 
instead of  point q'instead of  point q'MM, point q, point qMM < q'< q'MM is obtainedis obtained
q'q'MM -- reactive load maximum for generator with reactive load maximum for generator with 
saturated magnetic circuit.saturated magnetic circuit.

Figure 4: Diagrams of  electromotive forces and excitation currents Figure 4: Diagrams of  electromotive forces and excitation currents 
for generator with saturated magnetic circuitfor generator with saturated magnetic circuit



DETERMINATION OF GENERATORS DETERMINATION OF GENERATORS 
POTIER REACTANCEPOTIER REACTANCEPOTIER REACTANCE POTIER REACTANCE 

Potier reactance is not constant in given range of voltage and load. Potier reactance is not constant in given range of voltage and load. 
It is necessary to determine the Potier reactance dependence It is necessary to determine the Potier reactance dependence xxPP(u,q)(u,q)::

for accurate calculations and for accurate calculations and 
capability curve constructioncapability curve constructioncapability curve construction. capability curve construction. 

Determination of Potier reactance for Determination of Potier reactance for relevant (reactive) loadsrelevant (reactive) loads::
xxpp(P(PGiGi, Q, QGiGi)) ≈ ≈ xxpp(Q(QG cosφ=0G cosφ=0)), for , for QQGiGi == QQG cosφ=0G cosφ=0pp(( GiGi, Q, QGiGi)) pp(Q(QG,cosφ=0G,cosφ=0)),, QQGiGi QQG,cosφ=0G,cosφ=0
sincesince
UUGG(P(PGiGi, Q, QGiGi)) ≈≈ UUGG(Q(QG,cosφ=0G,cosφ=0)), for , for QQGiGi == QQG,cosφ=0G,cosφ=0, φ, φ , φ, φ
andand
xxpp == f(Qf(QGG,U,UGG)≈ f(Q)≈ f(QGG))
For rated regime For rated regime (P(PGnGn, Q, QGnGn, U, Unn):):
xxP,nP,n ≈≈ x’x’P90P90, for , for ii9090’’ == iianan·sinφ·sinφnn …………………………………. …………………………………. (1)(1)
In general case In general case (P(PGG, Q, QGG, U, U):):
xxPP ≈≈ x’x’P90P90, for , for ii9090’’ == iiaa·sinφ·sinφ ……………………………………. ……………………………………. 

(2)(2)



DETERMINATION OF GENERATORS DETERMINATION OF GENERATORS 
POTIER REACTANCEPOTIER REACTANCEPOTIER REACTANCE POTIER REACTANCE 

The obtained values (dependences) of Potier reactance The obtained values (dependences) of Potier reactance 
xxpp == f(Qf(QGG,U,UGG)≈ f(Q)≈ f(QG,cosφ=0G,cosφ=0)) should be used for design of generator should be used for design of generator 
capability curve. capability curve. p yp y
The specified rule was verified on the example of generator The specified rule was verified on the example of generator 
GTHW360 (360 MW) for regimes around the nominal (GTHW360 (360 MW) for regimes around the nominal (PPGG≈P≈PGnGn and and 
QQGG≈Q≈QGG ) i e by comparison of:) i e by comparison of:QQGG≈Q≈QGnGn), i.e. by comparison of:), i.e. by comparison of:

measured values (measured values (IIff,meas,meas), and), and
calculated values (calculated values (IIf,calcf,calc), on the basis of Potier reactances (), on the basis of Potier reactances (xxPP) for ) for QQG,cosφ=0G,cosφ=0≈Q≈QGnGn..

A d i i b i dA d i i b i dAnd, it is obtainedAnd, it is obtained
IIf,calcf,calc==IIf,measf,meas±±0.4%0.4%



DETERMINATION OF GENERATORS DETERMINATION OF GENERATORS 
POTIER REACTANCEPOTIER REACTANCEPOTIER REACTANCE POTIER REACTANCE 

In Figure 5 is given a dependence of Potier reactance, In Figure 5 is given a dependence of Potier reactance, xxp ip i ((QQGG), for ), for Figu e 5 is give a depe de ce o Potie eacta ce,Figu e 5 is give a depe de ce o Potie eacta ce, xxp,ip,i ((QQGG), o), o
generator GTHgenerator GTH--360360

The Potier reactance (The Potier reactance (xxpp), is changing when ), is changing when 
reactive power changesreactive power changesreactive power changes. reactive power changes. 
These values decrease with increase in load, butThese values decrease with increase in load, but
Potier reactance value is greater then leakage Potier reactance value is greater then leakage 
reactance, reactance, xxp,minp,min ≈≈ 1.11.1÷÷1.151.15 xxll

Figure 5: Dependence of  Potier reactance from reactive power, xFigure 5: Dependence of  Potier reactance from reactive power, xp ip i ( x( xp ip i (Q(QGG), and x), and xll = 0.188 = 0.188 > > xxp minp min



CONSTRUCTION OF GENERATOR CONSTRUCTION OF GENERATOR 
CAPABILITY CURVECAPABILITY CURVECAPABILITY CURVECAPABILITY CURVE

Determination of Determination of PP--QQ curve by a new methodcurve by a new methodDete i atio oDete i atio o PP QQ cu ve by a ew ethodcu ve by a ew ethod
The values of excitation current (IThe values of excitation current (Iff) can be calculated using the following ) can be calculated using the following 
expression (which is derived from a triangle OFexpression (which is derived from a triangle OFRRFFRR', Figure 3):', Figure 3):

For given (nominal) value of excitation current (For given (nominal) value of excitation current (ii = i= i =Const=Const ))

[ ] [ ]22 )sinsincos(cos)()sincoscos)(sin/)(( ∂−∂⋅−+∂+∂−+= ϕϕϕϕ PdPdfPfR xxusxxii

For given (nominal) value of excitation current (For given (nominal) value of excitation current (iifnfn= i= ifR fR =Const.=Const.) ) 
Corresponding values of active power (Corresponding values of active power (PPGiGi) are calculated, ) are calculated, 
the independent variable takes the value of reactive load the independent variable takes the value of reactive load QQGiGi ≡ ≡ QQGi,cosφ≈Gi,cosφ≈0.0.

For a given value of excitation current For a given value of excitation current IIff11,max,max = 2550A: = 2550A: 
the series of given values of reactive and active power were obtained, the series of given values of reactive and active power were obtained, 
the corresponding Pthe corresponding P Q dependence is obtained (Figure 6)Q dependence is obtained (Figure 6)the corresponding Pthe corresponding P--Q dependence is obtained (Figure 6).Q dependence is obtained (Figure 6).



CONSTRUCTION OF GENERATOR CONSTRUCTION OF GENERATOR 
CAPABILITY CURVECAPABILITY CURVECAPABILITY CURVECAPABILITY CURVE

Figure 6: Capability diagrams for generator GTHWFigure 6: Capability diagrams for generator GTHW--360: curve from manufacturer's documentation () 360: curve from manufacturer's documentation () 
significantly deviates from the curve obtained during tests (significantly deviates from the curve obtained during tests (-- -- --))



ConclusionConclusion

It has been established that manufacturers' PIt has been established that manufacturers' P--Q curve for generator Q curve for generator 
GTH 360 gives GTH 360 gives overestimated reactive power valuesoverestimated reactive power values by 2%, 4% by 2%, 4% gg pp yy
and 6%, for reduced active power: 250MW(0.71and 6%, for reduced active power: 250MW(0.71PPG,NG,N),  ),  
200MW(200MW( 0.5810.581PPG,NG,N) and 50MW, respectively.) and 50MW, respectively.

Similar deviations were observed during the extensive testing and Similar deviations were observed during the extensive testing and 
research for newer generators in the U.S. research for newer generators in the U.S. 

Therefore, it is recommended to update Therefore, it is recommended to update PP--QQ curves every 5curves every 5--6 years 6 years 
or after major repairs. or after major repairs. o a e ajo epa s.o a e ajo epa s.
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AbstractAbstract

The author came to the following conclusion: The author came to the following conclusion: 
The Potier reactance al e depends almost on t rbo generatorThe Potier reactance al e depends almost on t rbo generatorThe Potier reactance value depends almost on turbo generator The Potier reactance value depends almost on turbo generator 
reactive current (reactive current (iiaQaQ = = iianan·sinφ·sinφ), ), 

This rule is proved by:This rule is proved by:
general qualitative analysis, andgeneral qualitative analysis, and
experimentexperimentexperimentexperiment

Thus, the addition of corresponding standard IEC 34Thus, the addition of corresponding standard IEC 34--4/1985: 4/1985: 
ROTATION ELECTRICAL MACHINES i d i it iROTATION ELECTRICAL MACHINES i d i it iROTATION ELECTRICAL MACHINES is proposed, i.e. it is ROTATION ELECTRICAL MACHINES is proposed, i.e. it is 
proposed that the Potier reactance should be determined from proposed that the Potier reactance should be determined from 
reactive load test:reactive load test:

for the excitation current which corresponds to the rated voltage and armature for the excitation current which corresponds to the rated voltage and armature 
current value current value i’i’a,cosφa,cosφ=0=0 = = iianan·sinφ·sinφnn, and, and
two additional values of reactive load two additional values of reactive load i’i’a,a, cosφcosφ=0=0 > > iianan·sinφ·sinφnn, which are convenient , which are convenient 
f i f b bili (f i f b bili (PP QQ) f h) f hfor construction of turbo generator capability (for construction of turbo generator capability (PP--QQ) curve, for the segment ) curve, for the segment 
where where QQ > > QQnn. . 



IntroductionIntroduction
The armature leakage reactance is usually approximated by the Potier The armature leakage reactance is usually approximated by the Potier 
reactancereactance..

The values of the Potier reactance is greater than the leakage The values of the Potier reactance is greater than the leakage 
reactance (up to 50% of the leakage reactance, which is confirmed by reactance (up to 50% of the leakage reactance, which is confirmed by ( p g y( p g y
the results of our research).the results of our research).

The importance of Potier reactance determination is reflected in:The importance of Potier reactance determination is reflected in:The importance of Potier reactance determination is reflected in:The importance of Potier reactance determination is reflected in:
Leakage reactance is nearly independent on saturation (Leakage reactance is nearly independent on saturation (XXℓ ℓ = Const.= Const.).).
Saturation curve of the generator under load conditions is assumed to be the Saturation curve of the generator under load conditions is assumed to be the 
same as the opensame as the open--circuit saturation curvecircuit saturation curvesame as the opensame as the open--circuit saturation curve.circuit saturation curve.
Any error introduced by the use of the openAny error introduced by the use of the open--circuit saturation curve is circuit saturation curve is 
compensated by using the Potier reactance (compensated by using the Potier reactance (XXpp>X>Xℓℓ). ). 
For turbogenerator the air gap is assumed to be uniform so thatFor turbogenerator the air gap is assumed to be uniform so thatFor turbogenerator, the air gap is assumed to be uniform so thatFor turbogenerator, the air gap is assumed to be uniform so that

the directthe direct--axis reactance is equal to the quadrature axis reactance, axis reactance is equal to the quadrature axis reactance, XXdd = X= Xqq
the unsaturated directthe unsaturated direct--axis reactance is calculated by equation axis reactance is calculated by equation XXdudu = = XXaa+ + XXℓℓ..

In numerous researches it is shown that Potier reactance values In numerous researches it is shown that Potier reactance values 
depend on terminal voltage.depend on terminal voltage.



THE POTIER REACTANCE THE POTIER REACTANCE 
DEPENDENCE ON (REACTIVE) LOADSDEPENDENCE ON (REACTIVE) LOADSDEPENDENCE ON (REACTIVE) LOADSDEPENDENCE ON (REACTIVE) LOADS

Based on research results, author came to the following conclusion:Based on research results, author came to the following conclusion:, g, g
The Potier reactance mostly depends on reactive currents (The Potier reactance mostly depends on reactive currents (iiaQaQ = = iianan·sinφ·sinφ), ), 
It is verified by:It is verified by:

general qualitative analysis andgeneral qualitative analysis andgeneral qualitative analysis, and general qualitative analysis, and 
experiment, for loads  about rated active and reactive power, for generator experiment, for loads  about rated active and reactive power, for generator 
GTHW 360 (360 MW) GTHW 360 (360 MW) 

Standard procedure for determining Potier reactance is based on reactive load Standard procedure for determining Potier reactance is based on reactive load 
test with voltage and current which differ from their rated values by not more test with voltage and current which differ from their rated values by not more 
then then ±± 0.15 per unit.0.15 per unit.

Author proposes that Potier reactance should be determined from reactive load Author proposes that Potier reactance should be determined from reactive load 
test for three values of armature current: test for three values of armature current: 

IIaa11==IIa,maxa,max>>IIaNaN··sinφsinφN  N  (i.e. (i.e. QQGG11==QQGmaxGmax>>QQGNGN), corresponding to ), corresponding to IIff==IIf,Nf,N and and UUGG11= = UUGG at at 
QQGG11==QQGmaxGmax>>QQGNGN (point C(point C11, Figure 1);, Figure 1);

II ==II ··sinφsinφ (i e(i e QQ ==QQ ) and) and UU ==UU atat QQ ==QQ (point C(point C Figure 1);Figure 1);IIaa22==IIaNaN sinφsinφNN (i.e. (i.e. QQGG22==QQGNGN) and ) and UUGG22==UUGG at at QQ22==QQNN (point C(point C33, Figure 1);, Figure 1);

IIa3a3=(=(IIaa11++IIaa22)/2, i.e. )/2, i.e. QQGG33=(=(QQGmaxGmax++QQGNGN)/2 and )/2 and UUGG33==UUGG at at QQG3G3 point Cpoint C22, Figure 1). , Figure 1). 



DETERMINATION OF POTIER DETERMINATION OF POTIER 
REACTANCE (STANDARD PROCEDURE)REACTANCE (STANDARD PROCEDURE)REACTANCE (STANDARD PROCEDURE)REACTANCE (STANDARD PROCEDURE)

Figure 1: Determination of  the excitation current at zero powerFigure 1: Determination of  the excitation current at zero power--factor for three experimental points factor for three experimental points 
ii11(C(C11) > i) > i22(C(C22) > i) > i33(C(C33), and corresponding (accessory) points A), and corresponding (accessory) points A11, A, A22 and Aand A33



DETERMINATION OF POTIER DETERMINATION OF POTIER 
REACTANCE (STANDARD PROCEDURE)REACTANCE (STANDARD PROCEDURE)REACTANCE (STANDARD PROCEDURE)REACTANCE (STANDARD PROCEDURE)

Fig. 2: Potier reactance, for three different exitation current at zero powerFig. 2: Potier reactance, for three different exitation current at zero power--factor, factor, 
XXPP(A(A33(C(C33) >X) >XPP(A(A22(C(C22)) > X)) > XPP(A(A11(C(C11), for i), for iaa(C(C33)< i)< iaa(C(C2 2 ) <i) <iaa(C(C11))



Potier reactance dependence on the load and Potier reactance dependence on the load and 
the new method for its determinationthe new method for its determination

Reactances Reactances xxPnPn and and xxPn,Pn,9090 are determined using new method (Figure 3)are determined using new method (Figure 3)

Fig 3: Vector diagrams of electromotive forces (eFig 3: Vector diagrams of electromotive forces (e ) and (e) and (e ) and procedure for determining the Potier reactance (x) and procedure for determining the Potier reactance (x ))Fig. 3: Vector diagrams of  electromotive forces (eFig. 3: Vector diagrams of  electromotive forces (ePP) and (e) and (ell), and procedure for determining the Potier reactance (x), and procedure for determining the Potier reactance (xPP)  )  
-- xxPn Pn for the rated generator regime (u = ufor the rated generator regime (u = unn, i = i, i = inn and φ = φand φ = φnn), from 1), from 1--6;6;

-- xxPn,90 Pn,90 for the reactive load with rated current (ufor the reactive load with rated current (unn, i, inn and φ = 90and φ = 90oo), from 7), from 7--8; 8; xxPn,90Pn,90< x< xPnPn



Potier reactance dependence on the load and Potier reactance dependence on the load and 
the new method for its determinationthe new method for its determination

Fig. 4: Vector diagrams of  electromotive forces (eFig. 4: Vector diagrams of  electromotive forces (ePP) and (e) and (ell), and procedure for determining the Potier reactance (x), and procedure for determining the Potier reactance (xPP)  )  
f th t d t i (f th t d t i ( i ii i dd ) f 1) f 1 66-- xxPn Pn for the rated generator regime (u = ufor the rated generator regime (u = unn, i = i, i = inn and φ = φand φ = φnn), from 1), from 1--6;6;

-- xxP,90P,90((iianansinφsinφnn) for the reactive load with armature current ) for the reactive load with armature current iia,90a,90 = i= ianansinφsinφnn u=uu=unn, and φ = 90, and φ = 90oo), from 7), from 7--8, 8, 
xxPn Pn ≈≈ xxP,90P,90((iianansinφsinφnn) ) 



Potier reactance dependence on the load and Potier reactance dependence on the load and 
the new method for its determinationthe new method for its determination

The Potier reactance value for the rated regime (The Potier reactance value for the rated regime (xx ) is) isThe Potier reactance value for the rated regime (The Potier reactance value for the rated regime (xxPnPn) is ) is 
approximately equal to the value of the reactive loadapproximately equal to the value of the reactive load
i’ i’ == iianan·sinφ·sinφnn ((u u == uunn, , i’ i’ == iianan·sinφ·sinφnn i i φ φ = 90= 90oo), i.e. (Figure 4):), i.e. (Figure 4):

xxP,nP,n = x’= x’P,P,9090,  ,  forfor ii9090’ = i’ = ianan· sin· sinφφn n ……………………….… (1)……………………….… (1)

This rule was verified on the example of generator GTHW 360 This rule was verified on the example of generator GTHW 360 
(360 MW) for regimes around the nominal ((360 MW) for regimes around the nominal (PPGG ≈ P≈ PGnGn andand
QQ QQ ) i b i f) i b i fQQGG ≈ Q≈ QGnGn), i.e. by comparison of:), i.e. by comparison of:

measured values (measured values (IIf,measf,meas), and), and
calculated values (calculated values (IIf,calcf,calc), on the basis of Potier reactances (), on the basis of Potier reactances (xxPP) for) forf,f,
QQG,cosφG,cosφ=0=0 ≈ ≈ QQGnGn..

And, it is obtainedAnd, it is obtained
II == II ±±0 4%0 4%IIf,calc f,calc = = IIf,measf,meas±±0.4%0.4%



Potier reactance dependence on the load and Potier reactance dependence on the load and 
the new method for its determinationthe new method for its determination

B d h i l (1) d Fi 4 i i ibl iB d h i l (1) d Fi 4 i i ibl iBased on the equivalence (1) and Figure 4, it is possible to write a Based on the equivalence (1) and Figure 4, it is possible to write a 
general equivalencegeneral equivalence

xxP,nP,n = x’= x’P,P,9090, , forfor ii9090’ = i’ = iaa· sin· sinφφn n …………………………..  (2)…………………………..  (2)

The explanation is based on following facts:The explanation is based on following facts:The explanation is based on following facts:The explanation is based on following facts:
The electromotive force has approximately the same values (The electromotive force has approximately the same values (eePP≈≈eeℓℓ), in ), in 

reactive load region reactive load region i’ = ii’ = ianan·sinφ·sinφnn and and 
nominal generator region i enominal generator region i e e’e’ ≈≈ee =0B and=0B and e’e’ ≈≈ ee =0C (Figure 4)=0C (Figure 4)nominal generator region, i.e. nominal generator region, i.e. ee ℓℓ9090≈≈eeℓnℓn=0B and =0B and ee PP90 90 ≈ ≈ eePnPn =0C (Figure 4),=0C (Figure 4),

The corresponding components of the magnetic leakage ofThe corresponding components of the magnetic leakage of
the rotor excitation coil andthe rotor excitation coil and
the armature winding (on the stator)the armature winding (on the stator)the armature winding (on the stator),the armature winding (on the stator),

depend mostly on the reactive load.depend mostly on the reactive load.



ConclusionConclusion

Based on these results, it is concluded that the Potier reactanceBased on these results, it is concluded that the Potier reactanceBased on these results, it is concluded that the Potier reactance Based on these results, it is concluded that the Potier reactance 
values mostly depend on the reactive load component (values mostly depend on the reactive load component (iiaQaQ == iiaa·sinφ·sinφ). ). 
The above hypothesis was verified by The above hypothesis was verified by 

general qualitative analysis, and general qualitative analysis, and 
experiment, for loads  about rated active and reactive power, for generator experiment, for loads  about rated active and reactive power, for generator 

TTGTHW 360 (360 MW)GTHW 360 (360 MW)

Author proposes that Potier reactance should be determined from Author proposes that Potier reactance should be determined from 
reactive load test for three values of armature current.reactive load test for three values of armature current.
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